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Abstract
TP-Link Technologies Co, Ltd. is a Chinese manufacturer of

networking products and has a 42% share of the consumer WLAN
market, making it the market leader. The company sells about 150
million devices per year. Many people worldwide use the Internet
every day and are connected to the Internet with their computers.
In the world of smart homes, even coffee machines, refrigerators,
smart sockets, and light bulbs have found their way to the Inter-
net, not to mention the many smartphones, which are, of course,
also connected to the Internet. Since many different dangers come
from a heater or printer and the many other smart devices directly
connected to the Internet, there is a safe haven: the local area
network. To connect to the Internet, one needs a modem, which
is built into a router in many cases. Routers route network pack-
ets back and forth between several computer networks. They are
used to connect to the Internet, and they are the bridge between
the home network and the Internet in almost every household con-
nected to the Internet. Because of their nature as a bridge between
local and global networks, they are also the largest attack vector.
[19] This paper examines how up-to-date the firmware of stan-
dard home network routers is and how secure the firmware is.
In order to obtain a representative result, the examined routers
were selected according to fixed rules. Each router had to be
a product of the manufacturer TP-Link, the routers had to be in
the low-budged range (less than 20 Euro) and be available from
Amazon. Also, two different types of investigations were identi-
fied for the selected devices. Firstly, the devices were examined
in the form of physically existing hardware, and secondly, an at-
tempt was made to access the firmware via the manufacturer’s
website. It was found that even the fixing of current vulnerabili-
ties and recently released update files are no guarantee that older
vulnerabilities have been fixed. Secrets such as private keys and
certificates are hard-coded in the firmware and can be extracted
from update files. Moreover, devices are deliberately built to make
it impossible to install the latest alternative firmware.

Introduction
Billions of households around the world are connected to the

Internet. Many people all over the world use the Internet every
day and are not only connected to the Internet with their comput-

ers. In the world of smart homes, even coffee machines, refriger-
ators, smart sockets, and light bulbs have made it to the Internet.
Not to mention the many smartphones that are, of course, also
connected to the Internet. As there are many different dangers
to putting a heater or printer and the many other smart devices
directly into the Internet, there is a safe haven: the local area net-
work. To connect to the Internet, one needs a modem, which is
built into a router in many cases. Routers route network pack-
ets back and forth between several computer networks. They are
used to connect to the Internet and form the bridge between the
home network and the Internet in virtually every home connected
to the Internet. By nature, as a bridge between local and global
networks, they also form the largest attack vector. Since June
2017, the Funkanlagengesetz (FuAG), adopted Europe-wide in
Directive (2014/35/EU), has been in force in Germany. With this
new law, stricter product-legal safety requirements apply to all
electrical and electronic devices that emit or receive radio waves
for radio communication or location, particularly mobile phones,
Bluetooth devices, and WLAN routers. It states that no firmware
from other manufacturers may be transferred by radio to a device
affected by the Radio Equipment Act. Since many manufacturers
are afraid of securing their devices accordingly, the entire update
functionality for third-party firmware is suspended. In the past,
this has led to orphaned routers and serious security vulnerabil-
ities, and the takeover and aggregation of millions of routers in
so-called botnets. This paper will investigate how up-to-date the
firmware is on standard home network routers and how secure the
firmware is.

Basics
To sufficiently examine a router for its security, many basics

are necessary, which will be clarified in the following section.

Router
Routers are network devices that can forward network pack-

ets between several computer networks. They are most often used
for Internet connection, the secure coupling of several locations
(Virtual Private Network), or direct coupling of several local net-
work segments. Many routers also translate between private and
public IP addresses or map firewall functions using a set of rules.
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TP-Link
As a manufacturer of network products, smart home devices,

and telephones for home, small and medium businesses, TP-Link
was established in 1996 in Shenzhen, China. To this day, the com-
pany’s headquarters is also located there. The company claims to
have sold over 150 million devices worldwide in 2017 alone. Be-
sides, TP-Link has a 42% share of the consumer WLAN market
and is the market leader [15].

Botnet
A botnet consists of several devices connected to the Inter-

net, each of which operates a bot. A bot is a software application
that automates tasks. Botnets are usually used to perform attacks
such as the Distributed Denial of Service attack [12]. The operator
of a botnet usually controls it from a command and control server.
Zombies are devices connected to the Internet and are illegally
taken over by vulnerabilities and without the owner’s knowledge.
In this thesis, a negative interpretation of the term “botnet” is as-
sumed. In the sense of the thesis, a botnet is; therefore, a device
connected to a network such as the Internet, which has been taken
over by unlawfully exploiting vulnerabilities to use its computing
power for malicious purposes [12].

Binwalk
Binwalk is a tool for exploring a given binary image for

embedded files and executable code. It is specifically designed
to identify files and code embedded in firmware images. It
uses the libmagic library, a unique library for recognizing
the type of data in a computer file, so it is compatible with
magic signatures created for the Unix file utility. Binwalk also
includes a custom magic signature file that contains enhanced
signatures for files commonly found in firmware images, such as
compressed/archived files, firmware headers, Linux kernel, boot
loader, file systems, etc.

Abilities of Binwalk:

• Finding and extracting interesting files/data from binary im-
ages,

• Finding and extracting raw compression streams,
• Identifying opcodes for a variety of architectures,
• Perform data entropy analysis,
• Diff any number of files.

SquashFS
SquashFS is a read-only compressed file system for

GNU/Linux operating systems. SquashFS compresses files, in-
odes, and directories and supports block sizes up to 1 Mebibyte
for better compression. It is accessed via a kernel module as a
virtual file system. All files to be stored are packed into a file
container similar to a compressed archive. Accesses are decom-
pressed at runtime. With this particular behavior, the file system
allows live systems or applications where only a small storage ca-
pacity is available. This makes it particularly suitable for use in
embedded systems such as routers.

Analysis Methodology
This section will first discuss how the examined routers were

selected and then explain how the examination took place and

which options were selected for the examination.

Selection Procedure
In order to achieve a representative result, the examined

routers were selected according to the following criteria. First,
all of the three examined routers are from the manufacturer TP-
Link in order to be able to compare them with each other. All
three routers are also priced in the low budget range (under 20
Euros). All three routers are currently available in online stores
and are sold in large quantities and purchased with little effort.
To limit the availability of the investigated devices to one loca-
tion, an international e-commerce provider was chosen. Since
the company Amazon enjoys great sales nationally and interna-
tionally, the search for suitable models for the investigation was
conducted here.

The first model chosen here was the TL-WR841N router
(cf. 1). If one enters the search term “router” into the search bar at
the e-commerce company Amazon, this model is the first one that
is displayed in the low-budget range. It is also advertised with
the attribute “Amazon’s Choice” and has been voted the price-
performance winner by Amazon’s partner publishers. There are
also more than 50,000 buyer reviews for this model, which sug-
gests that this router can be found in many households.

The second model is the TP-Link Router TL-WR820N
(cf. 2). This also lies in the low price segment and is very well
rated by Amazon. Both models mentioned so far were provided
as hardware for the investigation. They were selected in order
to be able to provide a direct comparison between two TP-Link
routers of almost identical pricing in terms of their security fea-
tures.

The third router model selected for the investigation is the
TP-Link Router TL-WR940N (cf. 3). This device was not pro-
vided as hardware. Only the corresponding software was down-
loaded and analyzed to show that despite the absence of the phys-
ical device, a security analysis of the firmware is also possible,
and any weaknesses found could be exploited.

Investigation Procedures
To determine whether home network routers in a distributed

attack can also be analyzed for vulnerabilities on a massive scale,
it was examined whether it is possible to gain access to the
firmware of a previously selected router model. This resulted in
two possible approaches to examine the selected routers:

In the first test procedure, it should be found out to what
extent a router present in hardware can be examined for security
vulnerabilities. In the investigation, it was of particular interest
how easy it is to find an interface or access the software via a
weakness in the interface. For this purpose, the routers should
be dismantled in the first step, whereby attention should be paid
to how the respective router was protected against inappropriate
access. The second step was to identify possible interfaces.
After successfully identifying an interface, an attempt should
be made to establish a connection via this same interface. If a
connection could be established, it should be checked if it was
possible to access a command line via this interface. After that,
the router was to be put into operation, and the interface was to
be checked for possible security issues. If there were any weak
points in the interface, it was necessary to check whether it was
possible to access the respective router’s software. Finally, the
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Figure 1. Amazon Listing of TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

Figure 2. Amazon Listing of TP-Link TL-WR820N Router

software of the router had to be checked for known vulnerabilities.

The second test method was mainly to determine how easy it
is to get access to firmware from selected devices. Furthermore,
it was necessary to determine whether the files found were com-
plete firmware or whether only updates in the form of parts of
the firmware or individual program versions could be found. Af-
terward, it was of particular interest to determine which form the
found firmware was available and how far it could be examined.
If it should be possible to examine the software because it was
available in unencrypted form, for example, a hardware-like envi-
ronment should be created to determine whether it is possible to
simulate a hardware-like environment with the help of the found
software. Afterward, the firmware should be examined for known
security vulnerabilities.

Investigation of Selected Devices
After the routers had been selected and the investigation

methods determined, the practical investigation could begin. The

first method, the analysis using existing hardware, was started ini-
tially.

After the hardware was purchased, it was removed from its
packaging and examined to see how it could be opened (cf. 4,5).

Here there were screwed cases and click bindings, which
could be opened almost without tools. All cases were opened
with the help of a spatula to avoid damage to the cases (cf. 6,7).

After the case was opened, the corresponding pins had to be
identified. The connection scheme of Receiver (RX), Transmitter
(TX), and Ground (Gnd) had to be identified (cf. 8).

The corresponding pins were now connected to the corre-
sponding connectors on a USB to TTL adapter (cf. 9). It was
essential to note that the serial interface (USB) power source was
not sufficient to power the router. When using a laboratory power
supply that supplies the router with power, it was necessary to
pay attention to the mass balance between the power supply and
interface; otherwise, unwanted and dangerous short circuits could
occur.

If the correct pins were connected to the serial interface
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Figure 3. Amazon Listing of TP-Link TL-WR940N Router

Figure 4. TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

Figure 5. TP-Link TL-WR820N Router

Figure 6. Dismantling of the TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

and then to the PC, data transmission could be achieved with the
correct baud rate. The baud rate of the examined routers was
115200 baud. If one wants to determine the baud rate, there are
two ways to do this. On the one hand, there are lists of frequently
used, so-called well-known baud rates on the Internet. With these
lists’ help, one can determine the baud rate necessary for the
device by trial and error. The present baud rate of 115200 baud is
already very high. Another way of determining the correct baud
rate is to measure with an oscilloscope. After determining the
correct baud rate, communication via the connection interface
between PC and router is successful. The routers examined
had 8 data bits and one stop bit. There was no parity bit on
the examined routers. After a data connection was successfully
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Figure 7. Dismantling of the TP-Link TL-WR820N Router

Figure 8. Identification of the Interface of the TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

established, the router could be accessed via a console on the
PC. By entering a boot sequence, it was possible to obtain a root
shell and gain control over the router. With this, it was possible
to access the firmware, which could then be analyzed, and weak
points could be investigated. This procedure’s focus was to
examine the existing software via a direct connection to the
interface located on the hardware. The software’s examination
focused on determining the version numbers of the software used
and comparing them with vulnerability databases. It was also
examined to what extent certificates and private key files are
hidden hard-coded in the software (cf. 10).

Figure 9. Connection of the Interface of the TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

For the second option of the safety investigation, it was un-
necessary to have the selected router in hardware form. Using the
router’s model name, it was possible to search the Internet, espe-
cially the official TP-Link website, for the corresponding current
firmware update (cf. 11).

For this case, special attention was also paid to the specified
“release date”. Also, attention was paid to hints which indicated
whether vulnerabilities of the previous version had been closed
with the respective version and whether this previous version was
also available for download, which is not only an indicator for
the fact that there are some versions of the firmware in circula-
tion but also a clue for possible hackers who only had to search
for vulnerable models with this information since the manufac-
turer himself disclosed the vulnerabilities. This information was
surprisingly often provided with detailed information and CVE
numbers (cf. 12).

For many of the examined routers, very recent updates were
available. This led to the assumption that the update policy here
should be of good quality. Once the latest firmware update was
found, it could be downloaded to a PC and analyzed. This process
was performed before unpacking the firmware to get first conclu-
sions about packet structures etc (cf. 13,14).

With the tool Binwalk, which is quick and easy to use, the
image file was now examined in more detail. Binwalk is generally
used for analysis, reverse engineering, and extracting firmware
images. With the commands “–signature” and “–term”, which
were executed on the firmware image, an overview of the mem-
ory address allocation became visible. For example, a boot loader
and an LZMA file with a Squashfs file system were displayed.
A file with the file extension LZMA is an LZMA compressed
file. The suffix stands for Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain algorithm,
and the files are mainly seen on Unix-based operating systems.
LZMA files are similar to other compression algorithms like ZIP,
which compress data to save space. However, it is known that
LZMA compression provides faster decompression times than
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Figure 10. Established Connection to the Interface of the TP-Link TL-WR841N Router and Information about Hard-Coded Key-Files

Figure 11. Firmware Update and Upgrade Instructions for the TP-Link TL-WR820N Router

other algorithms. This allocation of memory addresses already
revealed much about the existing operating system. These steps
have already shown that the operating system can vary greatly
from model to model (cf. 15,16).

After this initial analysis, the firmware was unpacked
(cf. 17).

However, to perform comprehensive analyses, the router’s
hardware environment had to be imitated. This was achieved by
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Figure 12. Firmware Update, Security Fixes with CVE Information and Upgrade Instructions for the TP-Link TL-WR940N Router

Figure 13. Download of an Update File for the TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

Figure 14. Extraction of an Update File for the TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

Figure 15. Binwalk Output for the Update File of the TP-Link TL-WR841N Router

emulating the hardware environment with Qemu. Subsequently, a comprehensive security analysis of the firmware could be car-
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Figure 16. Binwalk Output for the Update File of the TP-Link TL-WR940N Router

Figure 17. Unpacked Firmware of the TP-Link TL-WR940N Router

ried out, and weaknesses and vulnerabilities in the software could
be searched for. As in the first method, it was possible to design
access as if the hardware existed, and so here, too version num-
bers were taken into account, and the extent to which private keys
and certificates can be found in the code was examined. This is
a particular gap here because these keys and certificates can be
extracted automatically (cf. 18).

Summary and Outlook
This paper shows that all of the routers examined have seri-

ous weaknesses, which often lead to the fact that they can be taken
over and remotely controlled by others. They thus represent a sig-
nificant weakness for the home network and the integrity of the
Internet in general and for all the smart home devices in it that are
supposed to secure it. There are no uniform standards regarding
manufacturers’ update policies for different router models, mak-
ing it impossible to predict whether a router is secure and whether
it is advisable to buy it. This research has also shown that even
the fixing of current vulnerabilities is no guarantee that older vul-
nerabilities have been fixed. Current updates are, therefore, no
guarantee for the security of a device. To make matters worse,
manufacturers make it difficult, if not impossible, for users to
modify the firmware to meet their own security standards. Open
source solutions like OpenWrt are difficult to integrate because
the law requires that only the manufacturers’ firmware can run on
the devices. Often the devices are also designed so that due to ex-
treme savings, no current alternative firmware fits on the devices,
which severely limits the use of these devices at the latest after the
support time has expired. A short test found that many TP-Link
routers with challenging numbers could be found in the Shodan
search engine. The manufacturer has also made the vulnerabili-
ties of old firmware visible to everyone on its update pages. So
it may be possible that due to the openly accessible information
in Shodan and on the manufacturer’s site, devices can be hacked
without any analysis. Future work could build on this work’s re-
sults and examine models from other manufacturers and higher
price segments. For example, whether a higher price also offers a
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Figure 18. Hardcoded and in Software Hidden DH Parameters, Private Key and Certificate for the TL-WR820N Router

higher level of security would have to be clarified.
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Appendix 1: The results of the analysis in summary
Router CVE/Vulnerability
TL-WR820N Root CA, Private Key and Public Key are un-

encrypted in the file system of the publicly
accessible update file

TL-
WR841N,
TL-WR940N

CVE-2018-11714 This issue is caused
by improper session handling on the
/cgi/ folder or a /cgi file. If an
attacker sends a header 7of “Referer:
http://192.168.0.1/mainFrame.htm” then no
authentication is required for any action.
CVE-2018-1257 The Ping and Traceroute
features allow authenticated blind Command
Injection.
CVE-2018-12576 Devices allow click-
jacking.
CVE-2018-12575 All actions in the web in-
terface are affected by bypass of authentica-
tion via an HTTP request.
CVE-2018-12574 CSRF exists for all ac-
tions in the web interface.
CVE-2012-6316 Multiple cross-site script-
ing (XSS) vulnerabilities allow remote ad-
ministrators to inject arbitrary web script or
HTML via the (1) username or (2) pwd pa-
rameter to NoipDdnsRpm.htm
CVE-2012-6276 Directory traversal vulner-
ability in the web-based management inter-
face allows remote attackers to read arbitrary
files via the URL parameter.
CVE-2012-5687 Directory traversal vulner-
ability in the web-based management feature
allows remote attackers to read arbitrary files
via a ”..” (dot dot) in the PATH INFO to the
help/ URI.
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